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ABSTRACT: Education is a European priority. This study presents aspects of education 

in Italy and Romania. In the document "Framework for European cooperation in 

education and training ET 2020" the strategic objectives are: the concrete realization of 

lifelong learning and mobility, the improvement of the quality and effectiveness of 

education; the promotion of equity, social cohesion and active citizenship; the 

encouragement of creativity and innovation. To the question "What are the best schools 

in Europe and how do they work "the results of the Pisa test are presented. Other 

problems addressed are: Lower secondary education; Role of teachers in education 

systems. For the future, it remains to be seen what the results of the PISA tests will be 

applied in 2021, after a period marked by the COVID-19 pandemic. The future of 

education must be about the integration of different subjects, the integration of different 

students and the integration of various learning contexts 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The cultural reference of the Indications is the framework of key competences for 

lifelong learning, defined by the European Parliament and the Council of the European 

Union in the "Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of the 

European Union of 18 December 2006 (2006/962 / CE)”, this document defines, for EU 

countries, a common reference framework for identifying key competences for lifelong 

learning. The competences are understood as "a combination of knowledge, skills and 

attitudes appropriate to the context" and, more specifically, the key competences "are 

those that everyone needs for personal fulfillment and development, active citizenship, 

inclusion social and employment ". 

According to the presentations held at the 4th European Education Summit, the main 

pillars of the descriptions given by the representatives of the European forums for the 
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